Managing a student debate organization in a post-CDEN era

Goal:
To maintain the sustainable development of our tournament in Post-CDEN era

Challenge:
Resource Supply
Influence

Solution:
Increase Income
Reduce Expenditures
Establish Incentive Mechanisms

Student Centered:
Daily or Weekly Training
Management of the Organization
Tournament Organizing

Why do We Choose Students?
Young
Energetic and Passionate
Competent
Organized to Receive Funding

Project Based:
Sponsorship, Money is crucial
More Concern for Authority
College Student Innovation Training Program
College Student Competition Program
Student Social Practice.

Increase Income:
Potential Resources on Campus
Teaching and research system
Students Affairs system
Students Employment system
Alumni Association
Overseas Education system
Tournament Connected:
   Ss need improve themselves though tournaments.
   We, teachers need tournaments to communicate with each other. (to prove ourselves.)
   All levels of tournaments are needed.

Daily Management of the Association:
   The committee of the association (5 Ss )
   Rely on Ss, believe them.
   They can do much better than you expect.
   They only need guidance.
   Show you concern, but don’t interfere too much.
   Create a reasonable points system to select better debaters.